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The sudden explosion, like a thunderbolt out of nowhere, caused the front of the SUV to brake sharply, 

and the driver was so scared that he instinctively jerked the steering wheel, but because the SUV 

suddenly slowed down, the car behind it was unable to react in time, and the brakes were not applied, 

so it crashed into it. 

“Clang!” 

A loud sound. 

The front car was overturned, but the huge inertia made the car skid on the road for more than ten 

metres, sparks flying everywhere. 

The two cars at the front crashed into each other as if they had started a chain reaction, causing the two 

cars behind them to crash into each other as well. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” After several consecutive loud noises, the three SUVs and a car, achieving a four-

car collision, all fell down on the highway in a heap. 

“……” 

This kind of chain reaction was completely out of Ji Feng’s expectation, so he couldn’t help but be 

stunned, but Ji Feng’s reaction speed was so fast that when he saw this scene, he instantly waved his 

hand, “Old Xiang!” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately knew what to do, in fact, his reaction wasn’t slow, and almost all the 

warriors of the special combat brigade were veterans who had experienced a hundred battles, so there 

was really nothing to say in terms of grasping the battle opportunity, so when Ji Feng shouted, Xiang 

Yongzhan immediately led the warriors of the special combat brigade and rushed up. 

“Split into four groups and control all the cars!” Ji Feng shouted, “If you encounter resistance, shoot to 

kill!” 

No matter what time of day it was, human life was the most important. 

Especially these Special Combat Brigade soldiers, they were all veterans, and even more precious to the 

troops! 

“Yes!” 

All the warriors had boomed their promises as they ran wildly. 

At this time, Ji Feng was also rushing towards the only sedan, which was a high-class sedan that should 

have an important person inside. 

The car was the only one that didn’t overturn, perhaps because the chassis was low and heavy, the car 

was a bit more stable than the SUV, and because of this, Ji Feng was more eager. 

This means that the people in the car are likely to be less traumatised and will be able to react faster 

than those in the other cars, so Ji Feng must seize this fleeting opportunity to subdue the people in the 

car as quickly as possible. 



Bai Zhu also rushed up, she was also heading straight for the car – no matter what time it was, for her Ji 

Feng’s safety came first! 

When Ji Feng arrived at the car, without saying a word, he raised his hand and smashed his fist towards 

the car window. 

“Bang!” A sound. 

The window of the car was smashed straight through, and Ji Feng grabbed a guy sitting in the passenger 

seat by the neck with one hand, and pulled him out with one hand. 

If anyone was watching at this time, they would have been shocked to find that Ji Feng had pulled the 

car door out of shape in an extremely violent and destructive manner, and then pulled the man out with 

one hand, as if he was carrying a chicken, and slammed it on the ground with a fierce hand. 

“Whoa!” A sound. 

The man didn’t even have time to react, he was just smashed unconscious. 

Rough, powerful and extremely fast! 

The whole process was just a few seconds, and a man was devastated by Ji Feng to the point of passing 

out, not knowing how badly he had been injured! 

At the same time, Bai Zhu leapt up, propped herself on the roof of the car with one hand, and actually 

flipped backwards over the sedan! 

When she was about to land on the other side of the car, her soft and incredibly elastic waist folded 

violently, her legs bent suddenly, and with the huge inertia of her fall, she used her knees to smash the 

driver’s side window, and even hit the driver’s head with her knees. 

The driver instantly passed out! 

Those who didn’t see it with their own eyes would never be able to comprehend how stunning Bai Zhu’s 

one-two punch was, this one move was enough to showcase Bai Zhu’s extraordinary skill! 

In the blink of an eye, the people in front of the sedan were all taken care of. 

The next instant, Ji Feng’s fist had already aimed at the rear window of the sedan and blasted past, 

however, at this time, an indescribable feeling of danger gushed out from Ji Feng’s heart. 

Ji Feng’s face suddenly changed, he shouted: “Bai Zhu, careful, lie down ……” 

In the next moment, he had no time to do any other action, he could only rely on his instinctive reaction 

to danger, which he had developed in the training space of his intelligent brain for a long time, and he 

retracted his fist that had already blasted out halfway, at the same time, he even had no time to dodge 

to the ground, he could only double his legs suddenly, and his whole body was like a forward roll, and he 

plunged onto the roof of the car. 

“Swish!” 



Like a spiritual snake, Ji Feng slid along the roof of the car to the other side of the car, while pulling Bai 

Zhu with him, rolling towards the ground. 

And at this time, a dull clanging sound also came into Ji Feng’s ears. 

“Poof!” 

If someone looked down from above they would have noticed that a small circular hole of finger 

thickness had steeply appeared on the roof of that sedan, as if it had appeared out of thin air. 

However, for Ji Feng, he didn’t have any time to look at this, he was holding the white pearl and rolling 

frantically on the ground, the feeling of extreme danger in his heart was like a maggot in his tarsus, 

following him like a shadow, as if his life was in danger at any moment, and he never broke away. 

“Pfft~!” 

“Pfft~!” 

A piercing sound sounded nearby, Ji Feng’s heart surged with a kind of extreme danger, he instinctively 

dodged by intuition, his heart was too late to think anything more, because he did not dare to have the 

slightest carelessness, as if that extreme danger was following him closely …… 

“Boom!” 

“Boom boom boom ……” 

Suddenly, Bai Zhu drew her gun and fired several consecutive shots at the back of that sedan as Ji Feng 

rolled around holding her once again. 

Whew~! 

Ji Feng then just felt that extremely dangerous feeling disappear instantly. 

It was Bai Zhu! 

She had forced the danger from the sedan back! 

Without saying a word, Ji Feng pulled Bai Zhu and hid in front of the sedan, half kneeling on the ground, 

the only way to keep the low body of the sedan out of their way. 

“Ji Shao ……” 

It was only until this time that Bai Zhu had a chance to speak, only, she was blushing white, “What is 

this?!” 

Ji Feng looked in the direction of her finger, but saw that several small circular holes had appeared out 

of thin air on the ground on the side of the sedan, and there …… was still faint smoke coming from 

inside! 

Laser gun! 

Ji Feng’s face was grave to the extreme, this was caused by the firing of the laser gun, no doubt! 



Bai Zhu likewise sensed a strong sense of danger, the danger just now was brought about by the thing 

that caused this small round hole, and, this odd thing was inside that sedan. 

“Bai Zhu, be careful, it’s too dangerous here, the other party has a laser gun in their hands!” Ji Feng 

warned in a low voice. 

“Then what do we do?” Bai Zhu had heard Ji Feng explain this before, so she was well aware of the 

power of the laser gun. 

“You stay here and give me the gun!” Ji Feng said. 

“Mm.” 

Bai Zhu immediately gave the gun to Ji Feng, however, at this very moment, a feeling of danger so 

strong that it swept through Ji Feng’s whole body once again, flowing through all his limbs. 

His face suddenly changed and he pushed Bai Zhu away, “Get down!” 

“Poof~!” 

In the next moment, Ji Feng even saw with his own eyes that a small circular hole had appeared out of 

thin air on the front of the car, and almost in the blink of an eye, a small hole had appeared on the 

ground opposite to it at the same time! 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and cursed, “Bastard! 

The opponent’s laser gun had actually shot straight out, which simply gave them nowhere to hide! 

There was no doubt that the shot just now was obviously fired by the person sitting in the back seat of 

the sedan with a laser gun, and the high-intensity laser energy emitted from that laser gun actually went 

straight through the entire body, even including the front engine compartment, and into the highway 

cement again …… 

The terrifying power of the laser gun is evident! 

Ji Feng even couldn’t help but break out in a cold sweat, if he didn’t have extremely keen intuition, if his 

six senses weren’t all far superior to normal people, then that shot from the other side just now, would 

definitely have penetrated his body! 

It was still not safe to hide in front of the car, the son of a bitch in the car could probably figure out their 

location …… The front of the car was just that big, where could the two of them hide? 

Ji Feng felt a strong sense of crisis! 

“Ji Shao, I’ll distract the other party’s attention ……” As soon as Bai Zhu spoke, Ji Feng let out a low 

shout, “Shut up!” 

“Young Ji!” 

“Don’t say anything!” 



Ji Feng then glared at him, as soon as Bai Zhu spoke he knew what she was thinking, it was obvious that 

if Bai Zhu suddenly rushed out and distracted the other party and he then suddenly struck, he might 

really succeed in taking the other party down, at least it was possible, and very likely. 

But in that case, Bai Zhu would almost certainly die. 

That laser gun could even penetrate the entire body, so powerful, how could Bai Zhu dodge it? 

How could Ji Feng allow such a thing to happen? 

So without waiting for Bai Zhu to finish, Ji Feng directly interrupted her, “With me around, you should 

dispel those unrealistic thoughts of yours before it’s too late!” 

After saying that, he didn’t have time to say anything more to Bai Zhu, so he fiercely gritted his teeth 

and suddenly dashed outwards, then fiercely made a trip to the ground, raised his hand and fired 

towards the back of the car. 

“BOOM! Boom boom boom!” 

“Poof!” 

With a piercing sound, a small round hole suddenly appeared on the ground next to Ji Feng’s head, 

instantly causing Bai Zhu’s face to turn white with fear. 

Ji Feng was equally startled as he rolled on the ground and ducked once more. 

“Young Ji, Young Ji, are you alright?” Bai Zhu’s voice was tinged with tears, just now the other party only 

had to miss the mark a little, even by a few centimetres, and a hole would have been pierced through Ji 

Feng’s head! 

Ji Feng’s life and death at that moment could be considered to be within a hair’s breadth! 

“I’m fine!” 

He shook his head slightly, but Ji Feng’s face was even more grave, he knew that this time he was really 

in trouble! Things were somewhat out of his expectation! 

Because in that instant just now, he used his perspective eye to see clearly the situation inside the car 

…… 
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Two people! 

In the back seat of the car, there were a total of two people, and although it was only a quick glance, Ji 

Feng could see the scene in the car clearly. 

Those two people, one of them was a yellow man, and the other, a white man. 

The most important thing was that the big guy was actually a reformed man! 

And the other yellow man was holding a somewhat oddly shaped weapon in his hand, which was a laser 

gun! 



What made Ji Feng feel most bad was that those two people were in the car, but the white reformer 

was blocking the yellow one’s front. The few shots fired by Ji Feng just now, the bullets all hit the 

reformer’s body, but did not cause it any half damage, and even, because of the presence of the 

reformer, it made the yellow one have the chance to fire back from a comfortable position. 

The shot that was only a few centimeters away from Ji Feng’s head was the one that the yellow man 

shot back under those circumstances. 

If Ji Feng hadn’t been too accurate and slightly affected the yellow man, Ji Feng’s head might have been 

pierced with a bloody hole by this time! 

Modified man as a shield, yellow man as a gunner …… 

Such a combination, not to mention that Ji Feng only has one gun now, even if the entire special combat 

brigade warriors all come over, may not be able to attack, unless directly blow up this car, otherwise, 

want to capture the people inside …… alive 

The actual fact is that you can’t be sure that you’re going to be able to get the best out of your own 

home. 

The only thing you have to consider now is not just whether you can capture those two guys alive, but 

how to block them! 

The laser gun was so powerful that nothing on the site could stop the super-intense energy of the laser 

gun! 

The strongest thing now was the steel plate on the car, but the fact that it was just there had shown that 

not even the whole car could stop the laser gun, let alone anything else! 

“Young Ji, what should we do?” Bai Zhu asked in a low voice. 

“Don’t be in a hurry!” 

Ji Feng’s mind raced and he gritted his teeth, “Be careful, we’re simply no match for them now, we have 

to wait until Old Xiang’s side is done with his business!” 

Now he and Bai Zhu couldn’t deal with the two guys in the car at all, one of them was a reformer, 

neither of them was afraid of bullets at all, unless they could hit that reformer in the vitals with one 

shot, otherwise they wouldn’t be able to make any impact on him at all, let alone do any fatal damage. 

As for the other yellow man, although he was not a reformer, this man was holding a terrifying weapon 

like a laser gun, so if he was really aimed at him, there would only be one way to die at that time. 

So whether from the weapon or from the defense, Ji Feng and Bai Zhu are now at an absolute 

disadvantage, and even Bai Zhu is at his wit’s end and can only count on Ji Feng. 

With his speed, it might not be difficult for him to get out of here, but Bai Zhu would be in trouble! 

So at the moment, Ji Feng could only wait for Xiang Yongzhan to settle the battle, and then they could at 

least suppress the Transformer in terms of weapons, at least, they could attack from both sides of the 

limousine at the same time, even if the Transformer was no matter how strong, no matter how 



invulnerable to swords and spears, it would be absolutely impossible to protect the Yellow Man’s 

integrity! 

But the problem was, Ji Feng was not sure that the other side would let them hide here so honestly! 

As long as those two people weren’t stupid, they would either take the initiative or find a way to escape 

as soon as possible. 

So now, Ji Feng could only hope that Xiang Yongzhan would speed up, and speed up again! 

“Old Xiang, settle it quickly!” 

Ji Feng shouted, “I’m in a bit of trouble on my side!” 

Honestly speaking, Ji Feng was really a bit angry, ever since he started practicing body building exercises 

with the wise brain, this was really the first time he had encountered this kind of situation, even the 

time he was seriously injured in Nan Yue, he was the one who had pressed the other side from 

beginning to end, which was like now, he and Bai Zhu were almost at a complete disadvantage. 

This feeling did make him feel stifled. 

However, when Ji Feng observed the situation of Xiang Yongzhan, he could not help but be astonished, 

Xiang Yongzhan’s side was likewise caught in a bitter battle! 

Only to see that those Special Combat Brigade warriors were divided into three groups, surrounding 

those three SUVs at the same time, two of them had been taken down by them, but the last SUV was 

spewing out extremely strong firepower! 

Even though five or six soldiers from the Special Operations Brigade were holding automatic rifles and 

blasting at the SUVs, they couldn’t suppress the firepower inside! 

Modified people! 

There was no need to say more, Ji Feng could immediately affirm after just one glance that the people 

inside this SUV were definitely reformed people, otherwise, even if they were made of iron, they would 

definitely be sieved by five or six automatic rifles at such a close distance, let alone a big living person? 

So there was no doubt that the SUV was filled with modified people! 

Only these monsters, whose bodies had been modified with some kind of material, were not afraid of 

bullets and could have such endurance and fighting power! 

And because of this thick skin and thick defence of the transformers, the result was that the 

transformers in the SUV were able to fight against the soldiers of the special operations brigade, even 

forcing those soldiers to retreat and find cover to continue fighting the transformers. 

But they were obviously not much of a threat to the transformers in the vehicle, but they had to keep 

fighting. 

Xiang Yongzhan’s face was stony as he kept directing the battle, not having time to answer Ji Feng at all, 

and in fact, he did not hear Ji Feng’s shout either. 



“Dynasty!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but grit his teeth when he saw this, a Transformer had appeared, it 

would be strange if he didn’t know that this had something to do with Dynasty, “Looks like I guessed 

right, that laser gun was really made by Dynasty!” 

“Dynasty again?!” Bai Zhu was startled. 

“It’s them!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said in a deep voice, “Don’t be afraid, the dynasty is nothing to be afraid of, even if 

it’s the king, so what, I can still beat him up and make him flee like a dog in a mess! This time when they 

meet me, count them unlucky, just in time to take it out on you!” 

Ji Feng knew that Bai Zhu used to be the head of the Western Xia branch of the dynasty, but was 

coerced into doing so because a biological bomb had also been implanted in her body at the time. 

If Ji Feng hadn’t helped her defuse the bomb at that time, I’m afraid she would still be under someone’s 

control now! 

That was why Bai Zhu was somewhat afraid of Dynasty. 

“……” 

However, at this moment, a strong to the extreme feeling of danger swept through Ji Feng’s whole body 

again, and he steeply stared, subconsciously his legs exploded with terrifying strength, pulling Bai Zhu to 

the side to hide. 

The next moment, he heard a “poof!” In the next moment, a small round hole appeared in the ground 

where Ji Feng was! 

The laser gun had fired again! 

“Bastard ……!” 

Ji Feng was instantly enraged, when he steadied his body, he couldn’t help but grit his teeth fiercely and 

said in a deep voice: “Bai Zhu, give me your dagger, you take the gun ……” 

Bai Zhu was startled: “Young Ji, what are you going to do?” 

Ji Feng said in a cold voice: “Since they want to be shrunken heads and hide in the car and shoot 

secretly, then I’ll let them hide until they die! I’ll see how long they can shrink! Give me the dagger!” 

Bai Zhu immediately gave the dagger to Ji Feng, “Young Ji, you have to be careful!” 

Ji Feng nodded, “Bai Zhu, later on my side will distract the other side, you will immediately take the 

opportunity to shoot, remember, that transformer is blocking in front, so you must use the fastest speed 

to seize the opportunity to hit that yellow man behind, be accurate and hit is faster, otherwise you 

won’t be able to dodge the laser gun, understand?” 

Bai Zhu immediately said sharply, “Ji Shao, you are going to distract the other side?” 

Ji Feng said, “It’s just to distract their attention, there will be no danger!” 



Bai Zhu naturally did not believe it, the other party had a laser gun in their hands, that weapon could be 

almost indestructible, nothing could stop it, Ji Feng was going to draw the other party’s attention away, 

then the other party would naturally shoot, how much danger would he face at that time? 

Bai Zhu wanted to say something else, but was interrupted by Ji Feng with a wave of his hand, “This is an 

order!” 

“Ji Shao ……” 

“Get ready!” 

Ji Feng shouted lowly, “The better you fight on your side, the safer I will be, if you are not allowed to 

fight, the more dangerous I will be, got it?” 

Bai Zhu only nodded her head. 

Ji Feng held up three fingers, then the first one started to bend: “One, two, three ……” 

Swish! 

In the next moment, Ji Feng steeply rushed out from the front of the car and went around to the side of 

the car, at the same time, he had already pushed the bio-current to the extreme, making his body 

contain an unparalleled powerful force. 

At this time, his hand was raised and the dagger was thrown out sharply towards the back seat of the 

car ****. 

“Poof~~poof~~” 

All of a sudden, several high intensity energies were struck in the back seat of the car, and even the door 

was pierced into a small hole, and in contrast to that, several small holes appeared on the ground as 

well! 

“Duh~!” 

Almost at the same time as the small holes on the ground, there was a big hole in the car window glass, 

the thickness of a baby’s arm! 

The dagger that Ji Feng had thrown out with all his might was like a rapid-fire grenade, instantly piercing 

through the car window and shooting wildly into it! 

And at the same time, Bai Zhu but also has also shot, she suddenly stood up from the front, the muzzle 

of the gun through the side window glass aimed at the two guys in the back seat, with the fastest speed 

pulled the trigger. 

“Boom boom boom ……!” 

And then, Bai Zhu didn’t even have time to see if she had hit, before she gritted her silver teeth and 

rolled on the ground, returning to the front of the car once again, followed by Ji Feng. 

Bai Zhu immediately asked, “Young Ji, how is it going?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It didn’t work, the other party is a master!” 



“An expert?!” Bai Zhu was a little surprised, “Who? Is it that yellow guy, or that reformer?” 

“…… is that yellow man!” 

Ji Feng said with a somewhat grave face, “That person, is definitely a top expert!” 

Bai Zhu immediately couldn’t help but be a little surprised, “A top expert? Young Ji, are you sure?” 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and said, “I’m sure!” 
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“…… is that yellow guy!” 

Ji Feng said with a somewhat grave expression on his face, “That person, he’s definitely a top expert!” 

Bai Zhu immediately couldn’t help but be a little surprised, “A top expert? Young Ji, are you sure?” 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and said, “I’m sure!” 

At that moment, he saw the situation in the car, the bullets that Bai Zhu shot out all hit the body of the 

transformer, but the yellow man was not even half hurt, even if the dagger that Ji Feng threw out 

sharply at that time was heading straight for the yellow man. 

But in that flash of lightning, the yellow man suddenly raised his hand and caught the dagger with just 

two fingers! 

In that instant, Ji Feng could even see the dagger trembling violently after it was caught between his two 

fingers, obviously caused by the sudden blocking of the huge impulse! 

It was evident how powerful that man’s two fingers really were! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but stutter in his heart then, an expert! And it was a top expert! 

There was no doubt that the yellow man was an expert, even though it was still unknown how strong 

this person was, but just from that action just now, it was clear that a person who could easily use two 

fingers to hold the dagger he threw out, could he be weak? 

“No wonder they are so calm!” 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and said, “Hiding in the car from the beginning, neither fleeing nor looking 

panicked, it turns out that both of these people are actually experts, and one of them is a top expert, 

they are simply not putting us in their eyes~!” 

That transformer is needless to say, how strong the transformer actually possesses, Ji Feng really knows 

too well, especially the senior transformer, as long as he does not use bio-current, he may not even be 

able to handle it, of course, that was before, now with his insistence on continuous cultivation, his 

strength is also steadily improving, but how strong this transformer actually is, Ji Feng still has no 

bottom. 

What’s more, there was a Jedi master next to him, and what’s more, this Jedi master was even holding a 

laser gun! 



“In terms of weapons, there is no weapon that can be more powerful than a laser gun right now. In 

terms of personal strength, the two of them ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but grit his teeth and said, “The 

two of them together are enough to stand up to everyone in the Special Combat Brigade!” 

“Then ……” 

Bai Zhu then couldn’t help but be taken aback, “Both of them are experts?!” 

Ji Feng nodded slowly, “As long as the two of them work together properly, then even if all their men 

are killed, they can still kill their way out with ease!” 

Bai Zhu couldn’t help but blush, these two people were so powerful? 

She hurriedly asked, “Young Ji, is it possible that even you are not half sure? Or is …… you not a match 

for them either?” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head and said, “Without formally fighting them, I can’t say. However, now that 

the yellow man has a laser gun in his hand, I’m afraid I don’t have a chance to fight him in close quarters, 

next ……” 

He gritted his teeth, “We’ll have to see who’s better at it next!” 

The next step is to fight with the other side! 

“Young Ji, why don’t we try again!” Bai Zhu said, “This time I’ll distract them, and you’ll be in charge of 

the attack!” 

“No need!” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head, “This solution won’t work, and you’re not suitable to distract them either 

……” 

How strong that yellow man was, Ji Feng couldn’t even see through it. 

But at least, right now, Ji Feng was not in any way sure that he could beat him, and if Bai Zhu was in 

charge of distracting them, then there was no doubt that Bai Zhu would definitely be in danger! 

For such supreme experts, their strength, how fast their reaction speed really was, people who didn’t 

reach that realm couldn’t appreciate it at all! 

Ji Feng knew how fast he was, so he also knew that the yellow man’s speed must not be too bad either! 

He would not agree to this proposal from Bai Zhu. 

“So we’ll just keep hiding here?” Bai Zhu asked. 

“Of course not!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and faintly glanced sideways at a place not far away, where there was still a lot of 

gunfire at the moment, but the Special Combat Brigade’s warriors were engaged in a fierce battle with 

the Transformer in that SUV. 

He said, “When Lao Xiang’s side finishes fighting, it will be our turn instead!” 



Bai Zhu was about to say something else when he suddenly saw Ji Feng pick up his communication 

device and said in a deep voice, “Old Xiang, I’m in trouble on my side, there are two people in the car, 

one is holding a laser gun and is a supreme expert, and the other one is a Transformer and is also very 

strong!” 

“Copy that!” 

Xiang Yongzheng’s voice came through. 

Immediately afterwards, one could suddenly hear Xiang Yongzhan shouting, “Use grenades, blow up 

these bastards for me!” 

The next moment, several soldiers from the Special Combat Brigade suddenly threw grenades from 

behind their bunkers, and one of them was particularly accurate, throwing it right in front of the SUV, 

only to hear a loud boom as the grenade exploded. 

The huge shockwave was so loud that even Ji Feng could feel it! 

However, the SUV only shook a few times, other than that nothing happened, and only a few moments 

later, there was a gunshot sound from the SUV! 

“Damn it!” 

Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but curse out angrily, “You really treat my grenades like melons? Keep 

bombing, throw out all the grenades, throw out the high explosive grenades too, I don’t believe this!” 

The grenades used by the military now were the tiny cantaloupe grenades, although the name sounded 

funny, in reality these grenades were absolutely powerful, but when one didn’t work, Xiang Yongzhan 

even ordered the use of high explosive grenades. 

However, at this moment, only to hear a soldier suddenly cry out in misery: “Ah!” 

With that, he was seen falling head first to the ground! 

“Laser gun!” 

Ji Feng’s face instantly turned cold as he took the pistol from Bai Zhu’s hand, his entire body went to 

sleep on the ground, raised his hand and shot towards the back of the car, while shouting, “I’ll cover 

you, Old Xiang, do it!” 

Xiang Yongzhan keenly seized the opportunity to fight and drank, “Throw!” 

At that moment, Ji Feng saw that the laser gun in the back row of the car was pointed in the direction of 

the Special Combat Brigade’s warriors’ side, and without saying a word, Ji Feng immediately pulled the 

trigger. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

Ji Feng disrupted the other side at once, the car window shattered and the yellow man shrank back 

violently! 

Ji Feng then couldn’t help but let out a cold snort, but in his heart he had a sense of proportion. 



It seemed that although this yellow man was powerful, he might not be a reformed human, otherwise, 

how could he be so afraid of the pistol? 

“Hula~!” 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, the Special Combat Brigade’s warriors threw out all their grenades 

with a hurl. 

In an instant, all that could be heard was the grenade exploding. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

The explosion was so violent that it was as if some explosive magazine had been detonated, especially 

the explosion of the high explosive shells, which instantly detonated the SUV and even caused the 

concrete on the ground to crumble, the loud sound was so loud that people’s heads were about to 

explode! 

When the explosion finally stopped, only to see that the SUV had long since been blown to pieces, and 

the reformer inside was not sure whether it had been shattered or blown away, and had disappeared. 

And on the ground, there was even a big crater left behind! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be astonished, this high explosive bomb was so powerful! 

“Old Xiang, be careful!” 

Ji Feng shouted, and at the same time reminded Xiang Yongzhan that the yellow man was holding a laser 

gun in his hand, if he gave Xiang Yongzhan a shot in the cold, no one would be able to stop it. 

Although Xiang Yongzhan didn’t know what was going on, he knew that what could make Ji Feng’s hands 

confused must not be ordinary trouble, so he didn’t ask the soldiers of the special combat brigade to 

surround him, but ordered them to find cover and surround the SUV first. 

Only then did he ask through the communication device, “Ji Feng, how are you? What’s the situation?” 

Ji Feng said, “I’m fine! But these two people are very strong, so you guys should not take any chances.” 

Xiang Yongzhan said in a deep voice, “How do we take them down?!” 

Ji Feng said, “Find one with good marksmanship and aim at the heads of those two people and hit them! 

Finish them off!” 

“Not catching them alive?” Xiang Yongzhan asked. 

“Catching them alive?” Ji Feng snorted coldly, “It’s not that easy!” 

Frankly speaking, right now, Ji Feng really wasn’t sure about catching these two people, although he and 

Xiang Yongzhan were already in the upper hand so far, yet, they didn’t have an absolute advantage yet! 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “That’s it, you be careful, if they want to escape, you two just happen to be under 

the wheels ……” 



“They can’t get away!” Ji Feng said. 

“That’s good, stick to the plan!” Both of them spoke extremely fast and agreed on a plan of action in a 

few simple words, and even Xiang Yongzhan didn’t ask Ji Feng why he was sure they couldn’t get away 

before he immediately went to arrange for snipers. 

The team’s combat skills were so good that it took less than ten seconds from the time Ji Feng and Xiang 

Yongzhan finished talking to the time the snipers were in position! 

However, just at this time, Ji Feng’s eyes snapped open and he shouted, “Watch out for the flank!” 

At this moment, the soldiers of the Special Combat Brigade had also all spotted the danger, only to see 

that behind them, there was actually an object moving towards them – it was a man, only missing a leg 

and his body was in tatters, and was crawling on the ground, but at a fast speed! 

“It’s a reformer, don’t shoot indiscriminately, hit the head!” Ji Feng shouted, but it was still too late. 

“Ta-da-da ……” The Special Combat Brigade’s warriors’ reaction speed was really too fast, the moment 

they discovered this reformer, almost the gun was already turned over and the trigger was pulled at the 

same time. 

However, the next moment, they only saw the Transformer explode with a loud bang and his entire 

body exploded! 

A biological bomb! 

Ji Feng was stunned and his face changed drastically. 
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Boom! 

The bio-bomb exploded. 

The few warriors closest to that Transformer were instantly shaken off their feet! 

Even though the power of the bio-bomb wasn’t too great, that scene of it exploding right out of a 

person’s body and blowing that Transformer to pieces was still too shocking. 

Especially the scene where blood was flying everywhere and flesh and blood was even blown into 

pieces, even after these battle-hardened warriors of the Special Combat Brigade saw it, they were still 

shocked beyond measure! 

“Save the people!” 

Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but shout angrily, “Alert!” 

Immediately, two soldiers from the Special Combat Brigade ran over and dragged back those soldiers 

who had been shaken off. They were all proficient in first aid in the field, and they all carried with them 

first aid medicines, especially the special effects current, which was a must-have medicine for every 

soldier, so when they dragged back those soldiers who had been shaken off, they hurriedly gave them 

medicine. 



At the same time, there were people who were responsible for dressing their wounds and stopping the 

bleeding. 

But even so, there was still one warrior who was already not breathing. He was the closest to the 

exploding Transformer and at the same time, when he saw the Transformer crawling towards them, he 

raised his body slightly in order to facilitate the shooting. 

When he was shaken up, he was not even breathing before his comrades could feed him with the 

special effects! 

All this happened in a flash, and the soldiers had no time to do anything more than drag their injured 

comrades back, give them first aid and then immediately go on alert. 

They didn’t dare to be the least bit careless, and their high level of combat education allowed them to 

realise in the shortest possible time that the enemy was a problem! 

Xiang Yongzhan’s eyes were filled with anger as he gritted his teeth and shouted, “Give me a sniper 

rifle!” 

“I’ll do it!” 

A soldier shouted, and at the same time he rolled to the ground to a position with a better view, half-

kneeling on the ground and clutching the sniper rifle in his arms, while with barely a pause, he aimed at 

the position of the car. 

At the same time, the other soldiers had already started firing with unparalleled silence: “Ta-da-da ……” 

The bullets poured out like a rainstorm towards the black car, these fighters were not only trying to 

cover the sniper, they were also taking revenge for their comrades with immense grief and anger! 

“Poof!” 

A soldier fell headlong. 

Xiang Yongzhan’s eyes suddenly turned red as he roared, “Fuck you! Grenades! High explosive shells!” 

Several soldiers immediately began to prepare grenades, while the others remained in firing cover, 

despite the critical situation at the moment, and even though they had begun to take a considerable 

number of casualties, they were still well coordinated and extremely well educated in combat. 

“Watch out!” 

At this moment, Ji Feng shouted, he saw that the laser gun in the limousine was aimed outside again, 

this son of a bitch was obviously firing again to snipe those soldiers! 

Ji Feng didn’t even think about it, he raised his hand and pulled the trigger! 

At once, the two men in the limousine were pinned down and the laser gun retracted again. 

But at this moment, Ji Feng was incomparably annoyed, he knew that he had been teased by the other 

side, the reason why these two bastards had not fled from the beginning and stayed until now, I’m 



afraid it wasn’t that they didn’t dare to brave the gunfire and flee, but that they themselves had no 

intention to flee! 

They were afraid that they were going to snipe everyone on their side one by one! 

With that Transformer as a meat shield and the laser gun in hand, they might actually be able to do it! 

“Son of a bitch!” 

Ji Feng stared at him, his teeth clenched. 

These two sons of bitches were just too hateful and too ambitious, too arrogant! 

Did they really think that with just the two of them, they could snipe out all the warriors of the Special 

Combat Brigade? 

Ji Feng bellowed, “Old Xiang, throw grenades, and high explosive bombs too!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “What about you?” 

Ji Feng was in front of that limo! More than anyone else, Xiang Yongzhan wanted to use high explosive 

bombs to blow up the sedan and turn the people in it into meat! 

But Ji Feng and Bai Zhu were hiding in front of the car, so if they threw grenades or high explosive 

bombs, Ji Feng and Bai Zhu would be the first to be affected. 

Ji Feng yelled: “What the fuck do you care about me! You’re the one leading the troops into battle now, 

and it’s your men who are dying!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was gritting his teeth at Ji Feng’s words, but he just couldn’t make up his mind, if he 

dropped the bomb, it would be like sending Ji Feng to hell with his own hands, it was going to kill Ji Feng 

and Bai Zhu! 

“Ji Feng, let’s withdraw!” Xiang Yongzhan gritted his teeth and said. 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Feng shouted coldly, “Do you know what you’re saying? Xiang Yongzhan, you don’t need to worry 

about me, he has a way to get out!” 

Xiang Yongzhan gritted his teeth, but did not say anything, in this situation now, Ji Feng had a hairy way 

to get out? 

So, they could only continue to suppress the fire, but did not dare to throw grenades, but, this is not the 

way to go, the bullets will eventually run out, at that time, if the people in the car come out to kill them, 

what can they do to resist? 

Now there are only two ways to go, either throw grenades and high explosive bombs immediately to 

envelop Ji Feng and Bai Zhu in the attack range, or …… 

The only way is to retreat immediately! 

The dilemma is that either of the two paths is so difficult! 



The fact is that it is obviously unrealistic to envelop Ji Feng and Bai Zhu within the attack range, Xiang 

Yongzhan does not have the right to kill Ji Feng and Bai Zhu, moreover, with his friendship with Ji Feng, 

even if Ji Feng does not have any distinguished status, Xiang Yongzhan cannot lay this hand. 

But if we say retreat …… 

Then all the efforts they had made before would have been in vain. Including those soldiers who were 

killed and blown up, it would be even more in vain, and they would only be able to retreat in 

humiliation! 

“Wait for me!” 

Seeing this, Ji Feng didn’t say anything else, just dropped these two words. 

Then, without waiting for Xiang Yongzhan to reply, he grabbed Bai Zhu’s hand and quickly said, “Bai Zhu, 

I will carry you backwards later, remember to stay close to me and give me all the bullets you have on 

you!” 

Bai Zhu said urgently, “Young Ji, I’ll distract them, you go …… Well!” 

The next moment, Bai Zhu’s words came to a screeching halt. 

Her red lips were kissed. 

Ji Feng kissed her fiercely for a few seconds before releasing her, looking at Bai Zhu who was already full 

of red clouds, he said, “As long as I’m still alive, there’s no way I’ll let you die ahead of me! Don’t say 

such things in the future, give me all the magazines right now!” 

Bai Zhu, however, burst into tears all of a sudden, her nose sore. 

Ji Feng didn’t have time to let Bai Zhu be moved, he said in a deep voice, “Hurry up!” 

Bai Zhu gave a muffled cry and, not caring about the happiness and sweetness spreading in her heart, 

she hurriedly gave all three magazines on her body to Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng directly retired the magazine in his original pistol and replaced it with a loaded magazine, then 

grabbed Bai Zhu’s wrist and said in a deep voice: “Hold on to it later, we’ll go in and out together!” 

Bai Zhu nodded heavily, “Mm!” 

In the next moment, Ji Feng slammed his force and pulled Bai Zhu onto his back with one side of his 

body, Bai Zhu immediately hooked her wrist around Ji Feng’s neck while her two long and slender legs 

were coiled around Ji Feng’s waist. 

“Whew!” 

Ji Feng’s legs suddenly erupted with a strong and unparalleled strength and stood up at once, while the 

pistol began to pull the trigger at the sedan. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

At the same time as Ji Feng fired, his body suddenly retreated, at this moment, Ji Feng pushed the bio-

current to full power, he was like a spiritual snake, retreating in a kind of ‘S’ shaped route. 



But even so, a strong feeling of danger swept through Ji Feng’s whole body. He coldly snorted in his 

heart, knowing that the people in the car would not let him retreat so easily and would definitely snipe 

him! 

However, the other party’s step-by-step and even such arrogant behavior still aroused Ji Feng’s anger 

and that stubborn energy, Ji Feng gritted his teeth, his vision reached its limit, and the situation in the 

car was in full view, only to see that the yellow man aimed directly at him. 

“Shit!” 

Ji Feng cursed angrily and fired again with a twist of his gun. 

“Boom!” 

The bullet instantly pierced through the already broken windscreen and went straight for the yellow 

man’s head! When it came to marksmanship, if Ji Feng dared to call himself second, no one would dare 

to call him first, at least until now he hadn’t met anyone who was better than him at shooting! 

So with just this shot, the man was forced to shrink his head, and the shot that was originally aimed at Ji 

Feng was not fired! 

Ji Feng sneered, his legs suddenly shot up and he hurriedly retreated again. 

No one could describe just how fast Ji Feng was at this moment, in just the blink of an eye, he reached 

an SUV with Bai Zhu on his back, and while he and Bai Zhu were hiding behind the SUV, his roar had 

already been shouted out, “Old Xiang, grenade!” 

Xiang Yongzhan actually didn’t even need to be reminded by Ji Feng, as soon as he saw that Ji Feng had 

managed to retreat, he had already ordered, “Throw!” 

Hula~! 

A dozen grenades were instantly thrown, it was like a rain of grenades! 

Boom boom boom~! 

Boom! 

In an instant, the car was blown apart, and the explosion of the grenade ignited the fuel tank of the car, 

and with a boom, the car itself exploded, burning in flames! 

The whole battlefield was instantly silent! 

But at this moment, Ji Feng shouted, “Old Xiang, bring the men behind me, chase!” 

Xiang Yongzhan was stunned, and then he was shocked, chasing what? 

The moment the soldiers of the special operations brigade threw the grenade, the door on the other 

side of the car was opened and the yellow man and the reformer suddenly rushed out and sped off in 

the distance, surprisingly fast! 

Without saying a word, Ji Feng lifted his leg and gave chase! 



After fighting so hard and for so long, how could he just watch the other side run away? 

“Young Ji!” 

Bai Zhu shouted in alarm, but it was too late to stop him, so he could only immediately chase after him. 

Only then did Xiang Yongzhan see that several figures had unexpectedly appeared a few hundred metres 

away from the road and were rapidly moving away. 

Damn it! 
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“Shit! Monster!” 

Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but curse angrily, “Chase!” 

What kind of people were in that car, they had been surrounded for so long, even the car door was a 

hornet’s nest, but those two people could still run so fast, in just a few moments, they had already run a 

few hundred meters away! 

“Snipers in position, others follow me in pursuit!” Seeing that Ji Feng and Bai Zhu had both chased after 

them, Xiang Yongzhan waved his hand and also bellowed an order to chase after them. 

Two soldiers jumped to the top of the sedan holding their sniper rifles and began to aim at the two 

people who were running wildly in the distance, but the speed of the other party was too fast and they 

were not running in a straight line, so it was really hard to aim. 

At the moment, Ji Feng, who was at the front, was gritting his teeth and chasing furiously, he was only a 

couple of hundred meters away from the two men, and the distance was gradually shrinking. 

That reformer was a bit slow, whether compared to that yellow man or to him, there was a certain gap, 

a distance of one or two hundred meters was not even far, so in just a few moments, the distance 

between Ji Feng and that reformer was drastically reduced. 

“Stop and suffer!” 

Ji Feng shouted and accelerated again. 

The Transformer roared and started to slow down, then he suddenly reversed his direction and roared 

angrily, charging towards Ji Feng’s side. 

A cold light flashed in Ji Feng’s eyes, “Just in time!” 

The two met in a narrow path in the blink of an eye, and without saying a word, Ji Feng fiercely kicked 

out with a back spinning leg, and the reformer also roared and threw a fierce punch. 

“Boom!” 

The next moment, Ji Feng felt a tremendous force coming from them, making him unsteady, and he 

took three or four steps backwards before he could stand. 

Looking at the Transformer, he also let out a low roar and took seven or eight steps backwards! 



Ji Feng clearly had the upper hand! 

However, when Ji Feng saw the Transformer’s reaction, his heart sank and he couldn’t help but thud, 

and his eyes changed when he looked at the Transformer! 

High-level reformer! 

This guy, definitely a senior reformer, was extremely strong! 

However, what shocked Ji Feng even more was that this senior reformer in front of him was not afraid of 

his bio-current! 

This was what surprised Ji Feng the most! 

The kick just now, Ji Feng had activated the bio-current to kick out and collide with that Transformer’s 

fist, but the Transformer only gave a low roar, but it was not like the previous Transformers, who gave a 

gibbering sound as soon as they touched the bio-current, painful as if they were being skinned alive! 

“Ow-!” 

The transformer stood firm and roared at Ji Feng, with a somewhat painful expression on his face, 

obviously he was in a bad way during the collision just now! 

The heaviness in Ji Feng’s heart was not diminished in the slightest, because he suddenly realized that 

although this Transformer was an advanced Transformer, the skin on his face, as well as the flesh on his 

neck and arms, was not wrinkled like those previous Transformers, as if he was a skin hanging on a bone 

frame. 

The man in front of me was a normal human being, although if you looked closely you could still see that 

he was not normal, but he was a great improvement on what he used to be! 

His appearance has improved, his strength has increased, and he is not so afraid of bioelectricity 

anymore …… 

All the changes in the altered man had made Ji Feng’s heart incomparably heavier. 

But this time was obviously not the time to ponder this, and Ji Feng couldn’t think much about it 

because the transformer had already roared and charged towards him. 

Ji Feng suddenly dodged, his fighting skills and the footwork he had learned from the Boundary Pontiff 

were used at the same time, he sidestepped, dodged, with a deft dodge, he first let go of the 

transformer’s huge body, and at the same time ruthlessly blasted this person’s rib cage! 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng’s fist was so powerful that this punch hit that reformer squarely in his rib cage, and Ji Feng even 

had the feeling of hitting a stone, but so what if it was a stone? But even if it was a stone, so what? Ji 

Feng’s full power punch was enough to shatter a stone, no matter how hard it was! 

This reformer was instantly sent flying sideways by Ji Feng’s punch, hitting the ground heavily and 

sending dust flying! 



“Ow…!” The Transformer roared, his voice filled with pain. 

There was no doubt that Ji Feng’s punch just now had indeed inflicted a huge damage on him, even 

though he was more powerful than any previous Transformer, he was still not a perfect Transformer 

after all, and was still afraid of bio-currents, not to mention, Ji Feng’s punch could not be withstood even 

by an expert being hit, so how could he not be in pain? 

Ji Feng coldly grunted, fiercely stepped forward with an arrow and fiercely blasted out a fist, but saw 

that the reformer also fiercely lunged up and took this punch from Ji Feng hard, but also sparred and hit 

Ji Feng, so that Ji Feng also could not help but take two steps back. 

Although there was a gap between the strength of this reformer and Ji Feng, he was already quite 

powerful after all! 

Boom! 

Once again, the Transformer was kicked away by Ji Feng and fell heavily to the ground, roaring in pain. 

Ji Feng’s face was frighteningly cold, and a cold light flashed in his eyes as he swept through with a 

glance, but he saw that the yellow man had already taken advantage of this time to run very fast, 

looking like he was about to escape. 

Ji Feng couldn’t afford to tangle with this reformer anymore and was about to go after him. 

“Roar!” 

The reformer, however, roared in anger, fiercely rose from the ground and pounced over at once. 

Ji Feng shouted, “Get lost!” 

The next moment, he kicked out fiercely, right on that reformer’s face, the latter immediately screamed 

in pain, but his hand grabbed Ji Feng’s ankle, how could he not let go, even tugging Ji Feng could not 

help but stumble forward. 

“Luo, go!” 

At this time, it was the first time Ji Feng heard this senior reformer speak, and he was speaking in 

English, of course, he was not speaking normally, but he was yelling out with all his might, “Kage will 

stop him!” 

Ji Feng bricked his head and looked at it, but saw that the yellow man’s figure was getting smaller and 

smaller, looking like he was about to disappear, he suddenly became very murderous, and his right hand 

blasted out violently towards this reformer. 

In a flash, an inexpressibly huge pressure blasted at the Transformer, who even felt as if a heavenly 

thunderstorm was blasting at his head, causing an intense sense of fear to rise up in his heart! 

The next moment, this reformer was shocked to find that Ji Feng’s fist was even some distance away 

from him, and he only felt as if he had suddenly been hit by a plane that had landed from the sky, 

causing his entire body to be instantly smashed into the mud. 

“Ah…!” 



An unparalleled pain caused the reformer to scream and roar madly. 

He hadn’t felt this kind of pain in a long time, but now he was in almost unbearable pain, and he even 

heard with his own ears the bones of his body, which had been transformed with the latest technology, 

being smashed to pieces! 

An unspeakable amount of fear and pain swept through every cell of his body at the same time, and his 

eyes stared dead, filled with horror and shock. 

“Special, special energy? How is this possible? You …… you didn’t touch me ……” This transformer 

immediately felt that what hurt him was that most feared special energy, but, just now Ji Feng’s fist 

didn’t touch his body, so how could it How could it bring him this kind of damage? 

This white transformer was unable to understand Ji Feng’s strange strength, but of course, he didn’t 

have time to understand it now, because his injuries were too severe, and even though his body had 

been transformed, his brain was unable to withstand such a violent blow, causing his eyes to roll over 

and he directly fainted. 

At this time, Bai Zhu was already catching up behind him, and further back there was the special battle 

brigade led by Xiang Yongzhan. 

“Let you not be afraid of bio-currents!” 

Ji Feng glanced at the transformer and sneered, “The bio-current whip doesn’t taste good, does it?” 

With that, he turned his head and yelled, “This Transformer is in your hands!” 

After saying that he didn’t wait for Bai Zhu and Xiang Yong Zhan’s reply, his whole body suddenly 

accelerated and continued to chase after the yellow man who was already running further and further 

ahead! 

We must catch him! 

No matter what! 

In front of that limousine, he had almost been shot by a laser gun several times, and was even forced 

into a mess, especially when he had the feeling of being teased, which had completely stirred up the 

kind of stubbornness in Ji Feng’s bones! 

I must catch you, no matter how powerful you are! 

At this moment, Ji Feng pushed the bio-current in his body to the extreme, which made him so fast that 

Xiang Yongzhan and the soldiers of the Special Combat Brigade could not even imagine, they saw that Ji 

Feng was like a lightning bolt, he reached the distance in an instant and was getting farther and farther 

away, which filled their hearts with shock, it was unbelievable, was this still the speed of a human being? 

As Ji Feng raced like mad, the yellow man in front of him was also running madly, although he was still 

holding the laser gun in his hand, but for someone of their strength, the laser gun really couldn’t affect 

their speed. 

It was just that he found that Ji Feng was chasing closer and closer behind him. 



His speed, surprisingly, was not as good as Ji Feng’s! 

This discovery shocked him even a little in his heart, although the difference in speed between them 

wasn’t that big, but even a small difference might mean that Ji Feng was better than him in terms of 

overall strength. 

How was this possible?! 

He was shocked in his heart, but it was too late to think so much right now, he didn’t even think much 

about it and fired a shot with his backhand. 

“Poof!” 

Ji Feng’s body stopped abruptly and then rolled violently on the ground, he dodged a strong energy with 

his most instinctive intuition, but in doing so, the distance between him and the man was pulled apart 

some more. 

Without saying a word, Ji Feng got up and gave chase again! 

Now he was even glad that he had formulated his battle plan before, choosing the outskirts of this 

Xinma City, the further out they ran, the more desolate it became, now they had entered a wilderness, it 

was practically a place where birds could not hide, but it gave the yellow man almost nowhere to hide, 

and made it even easier for him to pursue. 

The distance, closing in! 
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“Poof!” 

The laser gun fired again. 

Ji Feng concentrated on dodging past it, and in turn pursued it once more. 

This chase and escape between the two had lasted for nearly half an hour, and the whole time they 

were running at full speed, which would be almost unimaginable on an ordinary person – even on some 

experts! 

However, Ji Feng and that man had done it. 

In fact, by this time, whether it was Ji Feng or the yellow man in front of them, the physical exertion 

between them was already quite high, and both of them were no longer running as furiously as before, 

not because they didn’t want to, but because they couldn’t run that fast anymore. 

But both of them were still gritting their teeth and holding on! 

Whether it was Ji Feng or the yellow man, neither one had the intention to stop. 

However, Ji Feng was still at a bit of a disadvantage! 

Because the yellow man in front of him had a laser gun in his hand, whenever Ji Feng closed the 

distance, the man in front of him would suddenly turn around and fire a shot, forcing Ji Feng to stop and 

dodge, so that the distance would be widened again. 



Even later, as Ji Feng’s physical ability declined, he had to concentrate all his energy when dodging, 

because his speed was far less than before at that time. 

In this way, Ji Feng’s exertion was going to be much greater than that yellow man’s! 

But Ji Feng was gritting his teeth and holding on, the conviction that he must catch this bastard so that 

he would never stop until he ran to the last moment! 

The distance was closed again, and that yellow man backhanded a shot, and Ji Feng jerked to a halt. 

However, at this moment, he noticed that the laser gun was not firing! 

The distance between the two sides was already so close that Ji Feng could clearly see the laser gun in 

the yellow man’s hand, bulging out a big bag. 

The other side’s laser gun was really flawed! 

If the other party had a laser gun in his hand, Ji Feng would really have some worries, after all, that thing 

was too ruthless, a shot would not even stop a steel plate, let alone this flesh and blood of his? 

But now that the other side’s laser gun is out of order, there is nothing more to say. 

Ji Feng was not presumptuous or arrogant, he only had one belief – to catch this yellow man! 

In just the blink of an eye, the distance between the two sides was once again brought closer, and by 

this time, there was only a few dozen meters between Ji Feng and that man! 

“Hoo~!” 

Suddenly, the man turned around and stood still violently, just staring coldly at Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng ran wildly for a few steps and stood still even a few meters away from that man, by this time, 

both of them were already sweating profusely and panting heavily, although not so much that they were 

physically exhausted, but they were definitely depleted, both in terms of strength and speed, they were 

already far less than when they first started. 

By now, Xiang Yongzhan, Bai Zhu and the others had long since disappeared. 

This full half an hour of running with all their might, they were afraid that they had already run more 

than ten or even dozens of kilometres. Even if Xiang Yongzhan and the others were good at marching in 

a hurry, they would definitely not be able to arrive in a short time. 

Ji Feng, however, did not have the slightest worry, because from the beginning he had no intention of 

asking others to help, and no one else could help! 

“What, no more running?” Ji Feng stared at the yellow man and asked with a cold smile. 

It was at this moment that Ji Feng had a chance to seriously observe this person. 

This was a yellow man, probably around forty years old, average looking, just an ordinary Chinese face, 

and his body was not very tall, even on the contrary had a kind of thin feeling, seemed to have some 

hunchback, but it was not very obvious, looked like what the old people called ‘shrunken head and 

back’. 



However, Ji Feng was aware that this was the result of a long period of martial arts training. 

When Ji Feng once accompanied Zhang Lei to Shen Jingyi’s home, he had seen people with this kind of 

figure in the Tan family where Shen Jingyi was once betrothed, and at that time, Shen Jingyi’s father had 

said that this was caused by practicing martial arts, and that it was only after reaching a certain level of 

cultivation that this kind of figure was formed. 

But exactly what kind of kung fu he practiced, Ji Feng did not ask much about it at that time, but now he 

thought that this middle-aged man should have a similar kind of kung fu. 

Just as Ji Feng was sizing this man up, the man was not saying a word, just staring coldly at Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “Looking at you, you should be Asian, but you don’t look odd, which country 

are you from?!” 

Asian countries, or to be more accurate, yellow people look alike to each other although they all look 

alike to westerners, but in reality, people from each country look different. 

For example, the Kerry and the Kepong and the Vietcong all look very much like the Chinese, but in 

reality, if a Kerry or a Kepong stood in front of them, one could tell at a glance that they were not 

Chinese! 

Even those Kepong or Kerry people who have been working and living in China for many years cannot be 

completely Chinese. 

That was a characteristic! 

However, Ji Feng was still really unable to tell which country this person was from, because he really 

didn’t look odd at all, not like a Kepong or a Kree or a Vietcong, and even some of the countries that Ji 

Feng could think of that looked like a Chinese, matched up with the person in front of him. 

Of course, looks alone are sometimes not allowed, so that’s why Ji Feng opened his mouth to ask. 

“Who are you again?!” Finally, the man slowly opened his mouth, yet the moment he opened his mouth 

he instantly surprised Ji Feng. 

“You’re from China?!” 

Ji Feng’s eyes narrowed at once, and his heart could not help but be astonished as he asked offhandedly. 

The man said in a cold voice: “What, I can’t be a Chinese?!” 

Ji Feng stared at him coldly and asked, “In that case, you must be Luo Gnarly, right? I remember your 

voice!” 

Previously, Ji Feng had posed as a soldier from the Vietnam border guard battalion and spoke to Luo Qiu 

through their set of communication equipment, and it was at that time that the plan to lure the snake 

out of the hole was implemented, luring these people out of the base before the ambush on the road. 

Moreover, at that time Ji Feng had confirmed once more to make sure that Luo Qiu was not taking 

another route, so he had spoken to Luo Qiu more than once, and he remembered Luo Qiu’s voice. 



When this man opened his mouth and spoke fluent Chinese, it was Ji Feng who was taken aback, but 

then he responded that this man’s voice was exactly the same as Luo Qiu’s. There was no doubt that this 

was Luo Qiu! 

There was no doubt that this was Luo Qiu! 

“So what if it is?!” Sure enough, Luo Qiu admitted it. 

“So, that silly big reformer is the Lord Kage those Vietcong brats are talking about, right? Eh? My Lord 

Luo Qiu?!” Ji Feng said with a cold smile. 

“Kid, it seems you know a lot!” Luo Gnarled stared at Ji Feng with a gloomy face and said in a deep voice, 

“It looks like some of those Vietcong should have fallen into your hands, right?” 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “That’s right! It’s true that some people have fallen into my hands, while the 

rest of them have already met the King of Hell!” 

Luo Qiu’s eyes narrowed at once, what did Ji Feng mean by this? 

The 500-odd people, all of them, had been wiped out? 

“Kid, what are you again? A Chinese soldier?” Luo Qiu asked in a deep voice. 

“Sort of!” 

Ji Feng said, “You can also think that I specialise in beating up you dynasty dogs!” 

Luo Qiu nodded: “Good guts! I was afraid you wouldn’t be able to do it!” 

Ji Feng said, “Don’t worry, I haven’t failed since I started fighting against the dynasty until now, of 

course, the same won’t happen today, your companion has already gone to hell to wait for you, next will 

be you!” 

Luo Gnarly then coldly waited for Ji Feng and said in a cold voice: “Did you really kill Cage?” 

Ji Feng said, “Humph! You still have illusions? I really didn’t want to kill him, I originally wanted to 

capture him alive, only unfortunately, this silly big guy is a bit strong, so I hit him a little bit harder, and 

as a result, I don’t know where I hit him, he actually exploded with a boom and blew himself up ……” 

Speaking of this, he couldn’t help but spread his hands and said, “What a pity, such a big guy, he actually 

ended up exploding into a pile of meat paste!” 

However, even when Ji Feng spoke in such ‘detail’, Luo Qiu was surprisingly not the least bit different, he 

just said in a cold voice: “What a pity that it didn’t blow you up!” 

Ji Feng sneered, “It’s a pity, but to me, you’re the most hateful! As a Chinese, you joined the dynasty 

organization and even colluded with the Vietcong brats to kill the innocent people of our country. You 

are worse than a pig or a dog! You don’t deserve to be a human being!” 

“You, eating out of your own pocket!” 

Ji Feng cursed angrily. 



Luo Qiu’s face was so gloomy from his scolding that fire almost spurted out of his eyes, “Kid, are you any 

good yourself? How many people have you killed today alone? I don’t need you to lecture me on what I 

do, what kind of a person are you?!” 

Ji Feng said, “It’s true that I’m not a good person, but at least I can stand up to my conscience and this 

country, I won’t be that kind of beast that eats from the inside, unlike you, you’ve lived to the dogs at an 

age!” 

“I’ll kill you!” 

Luo Qiu was so enraged by Ji Feng’s scolding that his anger reached the extreme, he roared out and 

suddenly lunged towards Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng had long been preparing for this move of his, and as soon as he saw him make a move, he 

pounced at the same time. 

However, the next moment, Ji Feng was astonished, only to see that Luo Qiu’s whole body was in a very 

strange posture – his head was shrunken, his back was slightly bent, his legs were half crouched, his 

hands were in front of him, one hand suddenly scratched towards Ji Feng’s face, while the other hand 

suddenly attacked Ji Feng’s crotch like a lightning bolt, the first strike was poisonous! The other hand 

was a lightning attack on Ji Feng’s crotch. 

Ji Feng was greatly surprised and backed up abruptly, while he was in the process of backing up, his 

body stopped abruptly again and his knees suddenly lifted up high. 

Knee strike! 

The target – Luo Qiu’s eyebrow! 

Luo Qiu was venomous, but Ji Feng was equally unyielding and struck with the same extraordinarily 

ruthlessness, which broke Luo Qiu’s venomous move. 

Swish, swish, swish! 

Luo Qiu fiercely struck two inverted spins, or what martial artists commonly call ‘swallow flight’, and 

distanced himself from Ji Feng. 

While he did so, he looked at Ji Feng with a shining light in his eyes. 

“Monkey Fist?!” 

“Or is it Form Yi Fist?!” 
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“Despicable!” 

Ji Feng coldly snorted, staring at Luo Qiu who was backing up rapidly, a cold light flashing in his eyes. In a 

fight with someone, this was the first time Ji Feng had seen such a person who attacked someone’s 

crotch right off the bat, if this person was a punk or a scoundrel it would be fine, but it was …… 

The first time I’ve seen this is when I’ve been a little bit of a jerk. 



The fact is that this is a very good way to get the most out of your life. 

Who knows, this Luo Qiu only snorted at his words, disdainfully said: “I am despicable? How much 

better can you be? If you hadn’t ambushed me on the highway, do you think you’d still be standing here 

talking nonsense to me now? You think all those people would have survived? What a joke!” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head and said, “Don’t compare you to me, sneak attack and despicable, those 

are two concepts, what’s more, you’re not despicable anymore, you’re clearly indecent!” 

Luo Qiu’s face sank as he gritted his teeth and said, “Kid, don’t think you’re not bad and dare to talk 

nonsense! It’s not yet known who will die today!” 

Ji Feng said, “It will definitely be you who dies! No! You won’t die, I’ll capture you alive and then I’ll pick 

open your stomach to see if your heart is black or not!” 

“I’m afraid you don’t have that ability!” Luo Qiu sneered. 

“If that’s the case, then why are you running away? Afraid of me?” Ji Feng asked with a sneer, “Look at 

you running so fast, you’re like a dog that lost its home, running desperately with your tail between your 

legs, it’s really laughable!” 

“Ignorant!” 

Luo Qiu but sneered, “Do you really think I would be afraid of you?” 

Ji Feng stared at him, not saying anything. 

Luo Qiu sneered, “That’s right! I am unable to fight with a sword or a gun, so many people are holding 

guns to beat me, of course I have to escape, but do you think if I were to escape, I would need to escape 

for so long? The only reason I came here was just to lure you over!” 

Ji Feng snorted, “Luring me over? Don’t talk about yourself like you’re a divine calculator, this kind of 

behavior of yours makes me feel sick!” 

Luo Qiu said in a cold voice: “If you hadn’t come after me, this debt would have been settled for you first 

today, but now that you’ve come after me, don’t even think about leaving!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “That’s exactly what I want to say to you!” 

Without saying a word, Luo Qiu suddenly hooked the laser gun he had thrown on the ground with his 

toe and shot at Ji Feng, without the slightest mercy. 

However, the laser gun didn’t move at all! 

Ji Feng then smiled, “Your weapon has a problem, it’s not something that can be fixed after a short 

rest!” 

Luo Qiu’s face was a bit gloomy, he didn’t expect that the laser gun really had a problem, and it hadn’t 

healed! 



Some experts had told him before that if the laser gun was fired continuously, because the energy was 

too powerful, it would make the material of the laser gun unable to resist that super high temperature 

phenomenon and would deform. 

So after a few uses, it has to be cooled down. 

This is also the reason why Luo Gnarly is talking so much nonsense to Ji Feng here, if the laser gun was 

still intact, where would he need to talk so much nonsense to Ji Feng? Just one shot, everything is 

solved! 

But now it seems …… 

The reason for this is that if the laser gun is still intact, I can still send you to hell! 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, slowly crouched down, took a pose and beckoned to Luo Qiu: “Let 

your horse come over, whether you die or live today depends on how much you are capable of!” 

Hoo~! 

Ji Feng’s words had only just fallen, when Luo Qiu suddenly attacked, overpowering. 

But Ji Feng’s face remained unchanged, a cold light flashed in his eyes, his legs suddenly shot up, urging 

the bio-current to stir his whole body, and then, he ruthlessly blasted out his fist, forcing Luo Qiu! 

“Boom~!” 

There was a dull ringing sound. 

Ji Feng and Luo Qiu’s fists collided, and in this instant, it was as if even the air between them was 

stirring, and if the air was tangible, it might even have distorted. 

It was really because both of them were too strong with this blow! 

At the same time, Ji Feng and Luo Qiu retreated at the same time, both unable to resist stomping back 

several steps before they managed to stop. 

A gloomy look flashed across both of their eyes. 

High hand! 

Whether it was Ji Feng or Luo Qiu, this thought flashed through their minds. 

The other party was definitely a top expert! 

Ji Feng even narrowed his eyes and stared at Luo Qiu, his heart had an unprecedented importance for 

this guy, this person was really a top expert as he had speculated before, and even, this person’s 

strength might be a tier higher than his. 

Because Ji Feng could feel that at this moment, Luo Qiu did not seem to be doing his best, although he 

also did not do his best, but he felt that what he had reserved, should not be as much as Luo Qiu 

reserved! 

This meant that, from a martial artist’s point of view, Luo Qiu’s cultivation was a little deeper than his! 



This, was a formidable enemy! 

Compared to Ji Feng’s gaze, Luo Qiu’s heart was even more shocked. 

A connoisseur’s strike is a sign of his skill! 

The power of Ji Feng’s punch was too strong, and this alone was enough to draw Luo Qiu’s attention, 

not to mention the fact that Ji Feng did not lose any ground against him, which made him feel shocked. 

How old was this young man? 

Even if he had started training martial arts from his mother’s womb, there was no way he could have 

such a high cultivation level by now, right? 

This was a formidable strength of at least the peak Houtian realm! 

“Kid, I’ve really underestimated you!” Luo Qiu stared at Ji Feng and said with a gloomy face, “No wonder 

you dare to be so arrogant, you really have some skills, you have two tricks up your sleeve!” 

“The arrogant one is you!” 

Ji Feng said, “However, I have more than just two tricks!” Before the words left his mouth, Ji Feng 

suddenly shouted, “Give me the middle!” 

Swish! 

Ji Feng fiercely struck a whip leg towards Luo Qiu in an instant, harsh, vicious and even faster than that. 

Luo Qiu instantly dodged and blocked. 

Ji Feng shouted, “Look at me three times, four times, five times ……” 

When a whip kick didn’t work, Ji Feng’s attacks began like a tidal wave. Every move he made was 

incomparably harsh, all of them were sure kill moves, all of them attacked vital parts, as long as they 

were hit, they would be crippled even if they didn’t die! 

Luo Qiu looked incomparably grave, concentrating on cracking and blocking Ji Feng’s moves, even he 

was extraordinarily scandalized by such moves of Ji Feng, if he was really hit, even he was a bit 

overwhelmed. 

But gradually, Luo Qiu seemed to have figured out Ji Feng’s moves, and he burst out laughing: “Kid, no 

wonder you’re so arrogant, so you’re just relying on your speed and internal strength cultivation, done 

fighting, right? Now I’ll show you what a real move is!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown, of course he knew his weakness, was that he didn’t have a coherent 

routine, a punch was a punch, a kick was a kick, all based on amazing speed and strength, generally 

speaking, there was really no one who could defend against it. 

But today, he has met his match! 

This Luo Qiu is a martial arts expert, but a top expert, since he dares to say so, that …… 

Hoo~! 



In a flash, Luo Qiu suddenly attacked, only to see him suddenly reach out to Ji Feng’s left side, and the 

moment Ji Feng reached out to block, his fist slammed down like lightning: “Zhong!” 

“Dream on!” 

Ji Feng shouted angrily and abruptly turned sideways. 

“Boom!” 

A punch that grazed Ji Feng’s chest, Ji Feng managed to avoid this vicious attack from Luo Qiu, but just 

then, Luo Qiu’s fist that grazed Ji Feng’s chest suddenly paused, his arm bent steeply and his elbow 

instantly crashed into Ji Feng’s chest. 

Elbow strike! 

“Boom!” With a muffled sound, Ji Feng instantly flew backwards. 

“Ugh!” 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and let out a muffled cry. Before he could land, he fiercely supported the ground 

with one hand, twisted his waist and body, and landed firmly on the ground again with a harrier flip. 

However, before Ji Feng could catch his breath, as soon as he stood up straight, he suddenly saw Luo 

Qiong appear in front of him, and at the same time, he kicked him in the thigh. 

This kick came at a crucial moment when Ji Feng’s old strength was exhausted and new strength was yet 

to be created, so that Ji Feng did not even have the ability to reach out and block it. 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng, who had just stood up, was kicked out once again and rolled several times on the ground in 

succession, but he used this impulse to stand up in a smooth manner with his toes on the ground. 

But as soon as Ji Feng stood up, he was greeted with a harsh whip kick! 

“Snap!” 

Ji Feng reacted as fast as he could and suddenly reached out to block it, but in the next moment, Luo 

Qiu’s other foot suddenly jumped up and landed a flying kick on Ji Feng’s chest. 

In a flash, Ji Feng once again flew backwards. 

Once again, Ji Feng stood up with his hands on the ground the moment he fell and twisted his body, 

however, at this very moment, Ji Feng was steeply weakened with both hands and his whole body 

suddenly fell down again, at the same time, he braced one hand on the ground, turned sideways and 

steeply kicked out with both feet. 

“Boom!” 

Luo Qiu, who had already taken advantage of the situation to attack, was instantly kicked to the side by 

these two kicks of Ji Feng! 

Swish! 



Ji Feng’s body twisted and his entire body half-kneeled on the ground, staring at Luo Qiu with a harsh 

expression. 

Three consecutive attacks, but Ji Feng was hit three times in a row, unable to even half-attack, and could 

only watch as Luo Qiu sent him flying! 

“Hehehe!” 

Seeing Ji Feng’s annoyed and wary expression, Luo Qiu burst out laughing in triumph, “Kid, this is a set 

up, you think your little fighting skills can compete with my set up?!” 

He laughed loudly in triumph, “Kid, you are really pitiful, you have an empty and thick internal strength, 

but you don’t have the corresponding moves to bring it out, you can only suffer death in vain!” 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and said, “I’ve learned from you!” 
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Ji Feng had indeed been taught, the routines in Chinese ancient martial arts, he had long known about 

the greatness, he had also learned some of them, when he went to the Shen family with Zhang Lei, he 

also asked Shen Jingyi’s grandfather and father for advice, yet he also knew that it was impossible for 

the other party to teach him their mastery of the art. 

Now, as expected, the little routine he had learned was not enough for Luo Qiu! 

If he hadn’t had the advantage in speed, after Luo Qiu had seized the opportunity just now, he would 

have been able to beat himself to death, leaving him with no strength to fight back! 

Because each of Luo Qiu’s attacks was at the moment when he was just standing up, before his new 

strength was born, so that he could not block his attacks at all! 

What a powerful set of attacks! 

The sets in ancient Chinese martial arts are actually a kind of summary of what has been done by 

previous generations over time, or a kind of chain of techniques. Once the opponent is hit, then the 

martial artist can then attack exactly according to the set pattern summarised by the previous people, 

and hit quite harshly. 

For example, if you are in close combat with your opponent and you are suddenly hit by a punch to the 

chest, you may subconsciously cover your chest, because this is a human instinct and the pain will make 

you react most instinctively. 

But at this time, the opponent already knows that you are going to cover your chest and will reveal a 

flaw, then I am afraid his fist is waiting for you long time ago! 

This is Ji Feng’s understanding of the routine, in fact, it is also particularly in line with the laws of science, 

that is to say, after a long period of time, people have figured out what kind of reaction a person will 

make under the circumstances of what kind of blow, this is almost a hit! 

Of course, the effectiveness of the attack depends on the cultivation level of the person using the 

technique. 



For example, if a strong man punched you, I’m afraid it would make you hurt for half a day, even so 

much that you couldn’t breathe, but if a newly weaned child punched you, I’m afraid it wouldn’t even be 

strong enough to tickle you! 

But what Ji Feng was facing now was not a newly weaned child, but an uncompromisingly top-notch 

expert. 

How strong Luo Qiu is, Ji Feng can’t even say, but there is one thing he is sure of, this person is strong, 

really strong. Because Ji Feng’s chest was still faintly painful to this day, and he was even suffocating a 

bit when he caught his breath, and this was even after he had activated the bio-current, so it was clear 

how strong Luo Qiu was! 

Ji Feng had really learned how powerful Luo Qiu was! 

This was the first time that Ji Feng had encountered such a formidable opponent, and with those few 

attacks just now, he was in a completely passive situation, and it was impossible for him to 

counterattack! 

Seeing Ji Feng’s gloomy face, Luo Gnarled laughed heatedly: “Kid, now you know how powerful you 

are?!” 

Ji Feng nodded his head, “Not bad, it’s a bit interesting! It’s just that the force is still not good enough! 

Didn’t eat this morning, or did you just run away with your tail between your legs and got tired of 

running?” 

“Not enough strength?!” 

Luo Qiu grinned conspiratorially, “In that case, then you’ll taste my fist again ……” 

Swish! 

He hadn’t even finished his words before he instantly pounced over. 

At this moment, Luo Qiu shrank his head, his body was bent, his hands were half stretched out in front 

of his chest, and his entire person was like an enraged monkey as he attacked like lightning. 

Monkey Fist! 

Ji Feng was finally sure that what Luo Qiu was doing was Monkey Fist! 

There is an old Chinese saying that there is no tiger in the mountain and monkeys are called kings. 

Ji Feng didn’t say a word and backed up abruptly. He had already suffered once from this kind of kung 

fu, so how could he possibly suffer a second time? 

Instead of being willing to suffer another defeat, he had to counterattack, to take advantage of Luo Qiu’s 

complacency and give him a headbutt! 

So, the moment Luo Qiu attacked, Ji Feng jerked back two steps, then he stomped his foot and kicked 

out with his other foot, so fast that it was like a bolt of lightning. 

“Ho!” 



Luo Qiu, however, suddenly roared, one of his hands suddenly changed shape, and his whole person 

even followed suit, surprisingly, his body had a fierce tiger descending a mountain aura. 

Tiger Fist! 

In this instant, Luo Qiu’s attack suddenly changed from the original small and nimble to the current wide 

open, each move was powerful, and a handful of times he snapped Ji Feng’s ankle, while his elbow 

slammed over like lightning, elbow strike! 

“Give me a break!” 

Luo Qiu shouted, he wanted to break Ji Feng’s leg in one move! 

“Dream on!” Ji Feng shook with rage, a bio-current so strong that it was terrifying instantly erupted from 

within his body, flowing through all his limbs, and in the next moment, his other foot jumped up 

abruptly, twisted, and kicked out! 

Luo Qiu instantly reached out to block. 

Boom! 

In a flash, Luo Qiu’s body actually shook, his feet stumbled, and he almost fell to the ground with a weak 

leg, he hurriedly steadied himself and tried to attack again, but Ji Feng had already broken free. 

“Is this your maximum force? It doesn’t look good either!” Ji Feng sneered. 

“It’s enough to deal with you, however!” Luo Qiu sneered. 

“Then try my fist again to see if it’s strong enough!” Ji Feng bellowed and ruthlessly blasted out with a 

fist. 

“Boom!” 

Luo Qiu blocked it, but his body was shaken, he was greatly shocked, Ji Feng was so strong, if he didn’t 

rely on techniques, he was afraid that he was no match for Ji Feng! 

So, Luo Qiu did not dare to be careless, and no longer said any more nonsense to Ji Feng, he started a 

stormy attack. 

Perhaps because he was also a master, Luo Qiu originally wanted to completely outwit Ji Feng, no 

matter which aspect, after all, it was not easy to find a top opponent like this, but now he found out that 

he was recovering and Ji Feng was also recovering, and Ji Feng’s power was even stronger than his, so he 

was afraid that he would lose if he messed up. 

This made Luo Qiong nervous, so he stopped treating Ji Feng as an equal opponent, and instead, he 

wanted to destroy him by any means necessary! 

And sure enough! 

As soon as Luo Qiu applied his set attack, it became clear that Ji Feng was somewhat at a disadvantage. 



Although Ji Feng could likewise counterattack, ten times he had to be hit at least seven or eight times 

and could only counterattack once or twice, so it could be said that he was out of an absolute 

disadvantage! 

“Boom!” 

Once again, Ji Feng was knocked away, he learned his lesson and used his outstanding physical qualities 

to make some difficult moves, so that Luo Qiu could not anticipate what his next move would be. 

Luo Qiu also knew that Ji Feng wasn’t a soft target that could be taken at will, so he decisively didn’t 

pursue him any further! 

But even so, there were no good places left on Ji Feng’s body, with footprints and mud everywhere. 

“Kid, this is it, it’s time to finish!” Staring conspiratorially at Ji Feng, Luo Qiu he laughed strangely. 

“Yeah, it’s indeed time to end it.” Ji Feng nodded his head with a sullen face. 

“Humph!” 

Luo Qiu sneered, “Such a tough talker even now, you really don’t see the coffin! Since that’s the case, 

then I’ll send you to meet the King of Hell!” 

From the start of their fight, Ji Feng had been just taking a beating, and although he could occasionally 

fight back, he was at a disadvantage, which for an expert of their level, even a small gap could end up 

being fatal, not to mention, the gap between Ji Feng and him was not small! 

Luo Qiu was completely confident that he could kill Ji Feng, and within just these few moves. 

He had already figured out Ji Feng’s base, this kid had deep internal strength and his recovery speed was 

hardly slower than his, but he didn’t have much skill when it came to fighting, it was all about speed and 

strength, or one of his moves might be quite powerful, but once he avoided it, the follow-up attack was 

gone! 

“And yet you are sure you have that ability to kill me?” Ji Feng asked with a cold smile. 

“Whether or not, just try and see.” Luo Qiu’s killing intent was thick. 

Ji Feng narrowed his eyes and said, “In that case, then can you tell me how you joined the dynasty? 

What position do you hold in the dynasty now, and, that weird weapon, did you bring it back from the 

dynasty?” 

Luo Qiu sneered, “Little brat has a lot of questions!” 

Ji Feng said, “Since I’m on the verge of death, you might as well tell me about it? Unless you think you 

can’t kill me!” 

“Kid, you don’t need to come with me with this aggressive tactic, it won’t work on me, you’re still a bit 

young to play this trick in front of me!” Luo Qiu sneered. 

“It seems that you are really afraid.” Ji Feng snorted. 



Luo Qiu’s face then sank a little: “Kid, you don’t need to provoke me, what can I do even if I tell you, I’m 

a member of the dynasty, what can you do to me?” 

Ji Feng said, “What can I do! I’m just curious, with your superb kung fu, even in the country, you can 

definitely make a good living, and it’s not uncommon for you to be rich, so why did you have to join this 

evil organization, the Dynasty? Why did you have to join this evil organisation? What did they offer you? 

“An evil organisation?” 

Luo Qiu laughed coldly, “It seems that you too have been brainwashed by the Chinese government, 

another foolish and loyal fool!” 

Brainwashing? 

Ji Feng smiled, and his heart immediately twitched. 

He thought about it in his heart, but his face was not moving at all, he just asked, “Well, for the time 

being, according to you, the Dynasty is not evil, but this organization is after all outside the country, and 

even has some relationship with the Boundary Pong, you joined the Dynasty, aren’t you working for 

foreigners to deal with your own country? What is this if you are not eating your way out of the 

country?!” 

“Kid, seeing that you have such profound internal strength at such a young age, I guess you also have a 

master discipline, right? As a martial artist, aren’t you also working for the Chinese government? 

Speaking of which, aren’t you also a hawk and dog?” 

Luo Qiu laughed coldly, “How much more noble do you think you are than me again? What can the 

Chinese government give you? Nothing more than money and power, that’s all!” 

Ji Feng snorted, “You say that as if you didn’t join the dynasty for money and power!” 

Luo Qiu laughed coldly, “What do you know! Do you really think you know a lot about dynasties? Even if 

it’s the Chinese government, does it really understand the dynasty? What a joke!” 

Ji Feng’s mind turned rapidly, there was so much information in Luo Qiu’s words that he immediately 

realized that perhaps he could really know a completely different dynasty from Luo Qiu. 

Or …… 

Ji Feng immediately said, “Then tell me, how come I don’t know about the dynasty? What else can this 

evil organization do besides researching disgusting things all day long?” 
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Ji Feng immediately said, “Then tell me, how come I don’t understand the dynasty? What else can this 

evil organization do besides researching something disgusting all day long?” 

Luo Qiu looked at Ji Feng and snorted, “Kid, it looks like you’re very proud of yourself! Did you think that 

you had successfully angered me, so you could set me up with whatever words you wanted? What a 

joke!” 



Even when Luo Qiu saw his true intentions, Ji Feng wasn’t embarrassed or embarrassed, let alone half 

angry: “Since you know I’m setting you up, why are you telling me this?” 

Luo Qiu sneered, “That’s because, for someone who is dead to the world, there is indeed no need to be 

so calculating!” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Looks like you really think you can eat me up?” 

Luo Qiu grunted and didn’t say anything, but looking at the look on his face he knew that he was 

acquiescing, obviously in Luo Qiu’s opinion Ji Feng was absolutely dead today. 

“Since that’s the case, why don’t you just talk to me some more?” Ji Feng smiled and said, “For example, 

can you tell me about your origins, about the dynasty, or can you tell me about what is a real dynasty?” 

“Where I come from, I will let you know before you die, I will let you die knowingly, so that you know 

whose hands you are really dying in!” 

Luo Qiu laughed coldly, “As for the dynasty …… I am now instead curious to know, who you are!” 

“Me?” Ji Feng pointed at himself. 

“That’s right!” 

Luo Qiu said, “You’re so young, your hair hasn’t even grown yet, and you have this kind of martial arts 

cultivation, which is quite good, I guess you must also be a famous master, right? But why do you, a 

martial artist, hate the dynasty so much?” 

Although Ji Feng was very stable and mature, but his real age was there after all, Luo Qiu’s eyesight was 

not bad, he could certainly see that Ji Feng was not too old, but this martial arts cultivation of Ji Feng 

was really too amazing, Luo Qiu remembered that when he was Ji Feng’s age, I was afraid that he could 

not even catch up with one of Ji Feng’s hands. 

So he could be sure that Ji Feng must have learned his skills from a high ranking person to have the 

strength he has now. 

There was nothing unusual about such a person working for the government, learning the arts of 

literature and martial arts, and goods with the emperor’s family, that was the truth. But Luo Qiu was 

curious about where Ji Feng came from, he really didn’t know which sect in the domestic martial arts 

world had such a heritage that they could teach such a disciple. 

Moreover, Luo Qiu was also curious to know why Ji Feng had shown that kind of hatred towards the 

dynasty. 

Was it because the Chinese government had brainwashed him? 

Ji Feng glanced at Luo Qiu and said, “I’ll tell you when you’re on your deathbed!” 

Luo Qiu’s face just turned black, Ji Feng was giving him back what he had just said. He immediately 

snorted coldly, “Kid, since that’s the case, then I’ll have to send you to Hades quickly!” 

Ji Feng nodded, “That’s what I mean too!” 



Luo Qiu’s eyes then narrowed slightly, “Kid, if you tell me your division now, you might even have some 

connection with me, in that case, maybe I can spare your life!” 

Ji Feng smiled, “My division, surely it’s not half related to you!” 

Luo Qiu said conspiratorially, “In that case, then don’t blame me for being ruthless.” 

“Hm.” 

Ji Feng nodded: “After talking nonsense for so half a day, I guess you’ve almost recovered, right? Then 

there’s no need for nonsense, let’s do it!” 

Luo Qiu sneered, “So what if you know I’m recovering! Kid, next year’s today will be the anniversary of 

your death ……” 

Swish! 

The first time, Ji Feng was even faster than before, from the moment he made his move in the blink of 

an eye his fist reached Luo Qiu’s throat, just a few centimeters away from smashing Luo’s throat with 

one punch. 

Luo Qiu was shocked, he didn’t expect Ji Feng’s speed to be so fast, which even caught him off guard. 

But Luo Qiu was after all a top expert, he was at the top of his game in terms of both combat experience 

and strength, so even in such a passive situation he still reacted in the fastest and most accurate way, 

only to see him reach down with one hand and raise his hand, firstly snapping Ji Feng’s fist and 

deflecting it to the side, then at the same time the other hand had already started to counterattack. 

However, at this time, Ji Feng was already ruthlessly kicking out. 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng’s vicious kick collided with Luo Qiu’s fist, and this time the collision was much more ruthless and 

severe than before, because both of them had recovered a lot of strength, and they both had the 

intention of taking each other down in one blow, so they almost exerted their full strength. 

At once, their bodies shook at the same time, and they both took a few steps back. Only, Ji Feng only 

took two steps back, while Luo Qiu took three or four steps back. 

“Lord Luo Qiu, you’re a bit slow to recover!” Ji Feng smiled coldly. 

“Humph …… bastard!” 

Luo Qiu coldly snorted and just wanted to speak, but suddenly he saw that Ji Feng had already attacked 

and arrived at his heels, he couldn’t help but curse angrily, this little brat had actually used the moment 

when he had spoken to let off steam to seize the upper hand once again. 

Luo Qiu was so furious that he became ruthless in his heart, dispelling his original idea of killing Ji Feng 

as soon as possible and deciding instead to torture this little brat as much as possible. 

For this Luo Qiu was confident, he had already beaten Ji Feng barely to fight back before, it was just that 

both sides were weak at the time, that’s why he didn’t inflict fatal damage to Ji Feng, but now …… Luo 



Qiu believed that as long as he was allowed to seize the opportunity to fight back, he could definitely 

beat Ji Feng beyond human form! 

“Boom!” 

Just at this moment when Luo Qiu was lost in thought, he suddenly saw Ji Feng’s hand cross in front of 

his face, he subconsciously tilted his head back to dodge, but in the next moment, Ji Feng’s fist was 

actually waiting for him at the side, Luo Qiu was suddenly shocked and fiercely dodged with all his might 

as if his tail had been stepped on. 

The result was that Ji Feng’s fist smashed into Luo Qiu’s cheekbone, and Luo Qiu’s body suddenly shook, 

his head was knocked a little dizzy, Ji Feng’s punch was too vicious and full of power. 

Luo gnarled and screamed strangely, and backed up violently. 

Ji Feng, however, did not hesitate to move forward and continue his attack, he used his speed 

advantage to its fullest extent and could almost be said to be pressing Luo Qiu. 

It was only in his heart that he secretly said a pity, originally his punch was also a sound blow, but the 

target was actually to hit Luo Qiu’s ear door or temple, if he hit well, one punch could have knocked Luo 

Qiu out or even killed him, but he didn’t expect Luo Qiu to be a piece of old ginger after all, his reaction 

was surprisingly so swift, he chose the most correct direction to dodge almost in an instant, making it 

impossible for him to achieve the desired effect. 

He had to fight again! 

This time, he didn’t hide his clumsiness anymore, but completely took the initiative, and the punch and 

kick, the elbow and knee that contained the bio-current all became the most severe weapons. 

This time Ji Feng did not fight in a wide open manner, because Luo Qiu used all the small frame routines, 

small movements, but a ruthless fight, if you use a wide open fighting style, will definitely suffer a loss. 

Both of them fought in close quarters, almost bringing their strength to full play. They both knew that 

this was not a competition, let alone a sparring match, but a real fight that could kill them at any 

moment, and neither dared to be careless. 

“Ouch!” 

Suddenly, Luo Qiu shouted strangely as he violently bent his body to avoid Ji Feng’s attack, and at the 

same time, he struck an elbow on Ji Feng’s shoulder, which immediately caused Ji Feng to stumble. 

At the same time, Luo Qiu immediately seized the opportunity, his wrists were pressed together in a 

gossip shape, his left leg was bent and independent, but his right leg suddenly kicked out head-on, while 

his palms struck out, bringing up a strong wind, which was enough to show its severity. 

This is a killing move! 

Whether it was Luo Qiu’s kick or his double palms, both contained extremely huge power, and the 

target of the attack was Ji Feng’s chest, if he was hit, then Ji Feng was afraid that the bones in his chest 

and his entire internal organs would be shattered. 



At this moment, Ji Feng suddenly shouted, “Get lost!” 

In a flash, one could see Ji Feng’s entire body bowing forward, his right hand behind him, as if he was 

holding a weapon, gathering all his momentum and striking towards Luo Qiu in a lightning-like manner. 

“Poof!” 

An unusual sound, which wasn’t too loud, came out in the silent wilderness. 

Then, an extremely bizarre scene appeared. 

Only to see that Luo Qiu, who was originally standing on just one leg but was as steady as a mountain, 

before Ji Feng’s fist had even touched him, the whole was as if he had suddenly been hit by a furious 

and wild elephant, or as if he had been blasted head-on in the chest by a cannonball …… 

He flew backwards in an instant without even uttering a cry! 

This image is like a silent movie! 

Luo Qiuqiu flew backwards for more than ten meters before he fell heavily on the ground, but the huge 

inertia still made him roll around on the dirt for an unknown number of times before he could stop. 

He was able to stop. 

Luo Qiu’s body twisted and he stood up, looking at Ji Feng who was approaching extremely fast with 

incredible shock and horror in his eyes, he roared in shock and fear: “True qi outflow, you can actually 

do it! You’re a top innate expert …… Poof!” 

Before Luo Qiu finished his sentence, a mouthful of blood suddenly spurted out. 

Just now Ji Feng’s strike was too sudden and too terrifying, even though Luo Qiu was fighting at full 

strength he was still traumatized and his internal organs were injured. 

Without saying a word, Luo Rao turned around and ran. 

A top Xiantian expert! 

This meant that Ji Feng’s strength definitely exceeded his, he was no match, he couldn’t beat him, so he 

had to escape! 

Luo Qiu changed his mind from originally wanting to kill Ji Feng to instantly turning around and running 

like a desperate man! 

Flee! 

Ji Feng’s eyes narrowed abruptly, he didn’t expect this Luo Qiu, who was a top expert, to not have the 

demeanor of a half-hearted expert, fleeing so crisply, not dragging his feet in the slightest. 

He drew his legs and gave chase! 
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In the wilderness, Luo Qiu was fleeing for his life, and Ji Feng was chasing after him desperately, both of 

them were fighting for their lives! 



Luo Qiu was scared out of his wits, and no longer dared to think about fighting and killing Ji Feng, he 

only had one thought now – to run! 

This was something that he had not been able to do until now, but Ji Feng, a young boy, had managed to 

do it. 

Luo Qiu could no longer afford to fight for supremacy, he didn’t even dare to stay a second longer, he 

could only desperately run away! 

Because he knew that if he couldn’t escape, if he fell into the hands of the Chinese government, what 

would happen to him was self-evident. 

Therefore, he had to make sure that he escaped and could never fall into the hands of this little brat. 

Ji Feng was desperately chasing after him, even as he was running rapidly, he kept his gaze firmly on Luo 

Qiu, not daring to move away from this man in the slightest. 

There was absolutely no way he could let Luo Qiu get away! 

This man must know many, many secrets, especially about the dynasty, so this man was vital! 

Luo Qiu’s status in the dynasty must be very high, just by the name [Lord Luo Qiu], it was enough to 

show that Luo Qiu had a very high status. And Luo Qiu is also a top expert, if he escaped, it would be a 

disaster for many people, at least his martial arts itself is a very formidable weapon. 

Add to that the laser gun …… 

And the transformers who are no longer too afraid of bio-currents …… 

Ji Feng’s mood was extraordinarily heavy, and he was just as imperative to this Luo Qiu, he had to be 

captured in order to find out what kind of organization the dynasty was, and what level of technology 

the dynasty had reached now! 

The first thing you need to do is to find out what kind of organization Dynasty is and what level of 

technology Dynasty is now. 

Ji Feng was in such a hurry that he couldn’t even keep in touch with Xiang Yongzhan and Bai Zhu, nor 

could he inform them, so he had to chase after them alone. 

But Luo Qiu’s speed was not slow either, although it was not as fast as Ji Feng’s, but knowing that being 

caught up would be a death sentence, Luo Qiu surprisingly burst out with some potential and fled 

frantically. 

As a result, Ji Feng had surprisingly not caught up with him for a short time, and by this time, a forest 

had appeared in front of him! 

“Buzz~!” 

However, just at this time, a buzzing sound came from the air. 



Immediately afterwards, Xiang Yongzheng’s voice came over the earpiece, “Ji Feng, are you in the west? 

Two helicopters of unknown origin suddenly appeared, one was shot down by us, and another one 

escaped in the direction of the west ……” 

Surprisingly, it was a helicopter?! 

Ji Feng’s face immediately sank, he hurriedly looked up, he really found a small black dot in the air was 

flying quickly from the east, but it was a helicopter! 

Ji Feng had to slow down slightly and shouted, “Where did that helicopter come from? Stop it, I’m 

chasing after Luo Qiu!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “Can’t stop it, our speed can’t catch up and neither can our firepower ……” 

“Then what should we do?!” Ji Feng roared. 

“You have to be careful!” Xiang Yongzhan said, “Keep yourself safe first ……” 

“What the hell am I going to keep safe!” 

Ji Feng roared in anger, he saw that the distance between him and Luo Qiu was gradually closing, but 

who would have thought that a helicopter came at this time, this is simply …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a hold of the helicopter before it arrives. 

However, Ji Feng’s wish was destined to be dashed in the next moment. 

“Suddenly, swoop, swoop, swoop!” 

Suddenly! 

A dull burst of sound came, Ji Feng only felt an intense danger sweep through his body instantly, he 

simply couldn’t look back, suddenly accelerated and turned at the same time, running in a ‘Z’ shape. 

Bang, bang, bang, bang! 

The next moment, bullets hit the ground and dust filled the air! 

“…… grass!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but curse angrily and burst out foul, “Large caliber machine gun!” 

This kind of dusty scene was not something that an ordinary machine gun could hit, and only the large 

caliber machine guns hanging from the helicopters with large bullets and high firing speed were so 

powerful. 

“……” 

Ji Feng really wanted to curse, just as he was dodging the attack from the helicopter in the air, Luo Qiu 

had surprisingly already escaped a good distance again, while he was taking on a helicopter with his bare 

hands, he didn’t even have time to look back to see if it was an armed helicopter! 

If it was an armed helicopter, he was afraid he would really have to die here today. 



“Ji Feng, I heard gunshots, are you under attack?” The voice of Xiang Yongzhan came over the headset 

again, along with Bai Zhu’s eager voice: “Young Ji, how are you doing, Young Ji?!” 

“You guys are nearby aren’t you? Find a way to shoot the helicopter down!” Ji Feng roared. Since they 

could hear the gunshots, it meant that it wasn’t far from here, and now that Ji Feng didn’t have any 

weapons in his hands, he could only hope for Xiang Yongzhan and the others. 

“I’ll try my best!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said loudly. 

Ji Feng roared, “Be quick, Luo Gnarly is running away!” 

Xiang Yongzhan shouted, “I’ll try!” 

Ji Feng then knew that Xiang Yongzhan was really giving his all, it was useless for him to be in a hurry, 

and he didn’t dare to be too distracted, otherwise Luo Gnarled would have run away not to mention, I’m 

afraid that he would also …… 

What’s the matter? 

Ji Feng suddenly noticed that the helicopter was getting closer and closer and then started to make a big 

circle, surprisingly overtaking him and right in front of him in the air, aiming its guns at him. 

Holy shit! 

Ji Feng roared in his heart, and the moment the machine gun on the helicopter fired, he could even see 

the faint flashes of fire from the bullets that were like a meteor shower! 

The moment the machine gun was fired from the helicopter, he could even see the faint fire from the 

meteor shower. 

In his desperation, Ji Feng let out a low roar and rushed forward! 

He rushed to within range of the helicopter attack, because, at the moment, it was already dusty there, 

which was the best cover for Ji Feng! 

The helicopter was still sweeping, and Ji Feng hid in the billowing dust, holding his breath and dodging 

with his most sensitive instincts and six senses gritting his teeth. 

“Ta-da-da ……” 

Finally, a different kind of gunshot sound suddenly came from the distance. 

Ji Feng’s spirit immediately lifted, it was Xiang Yongzhan and the others who had arrived, the sound of 

this gunfire he could hear. 

When that helicopter saw that Ji Feng had help coming, it turned around, caught up with Luo Qiu, 

dropped the rope ladder and took Luo Qiu with it and flew away quickly. 

When Ji Feng rushed out of the smoke and dust, all he saw was a helicopter with Luo Gnar hanging 

underneath, flying away quickly. 



“…… son of a bitch!” 

Ji Feng roared through clenched teeth, snapped a foot and kicked a piece of barren grass around him, 

gritted his teeth and was silent. 

A few minutes later, Xiang Yongzhan and the others ran all the way to the heel, but all they saw was this 

scene in front of them, Bai Zhu rushed over, “Young Ji, are you okay? How are you?” 

“Ji Feng, are you injured?!” Xiang Yongzhan also asked urgently. 

Ji Feng was silent for a long time before he said, “…… I’m fine!” 

Bai Zhu was slightly relieved, and Xiang Yongzhan was also a lot more relaxed at once, just now they saw 

the helicopter attacking Ji Feng from afar, they were all nervous, especially Bai Zhu, that heart was in her 

throat, now seeing that Ji Feng was fine, she was instantly much more relaxed. 

“But Luo Gnarly got away!” Ji Feng gritted his teeth and said. 

“…… I saw it too!” Xiang Yongzhan said, “But it couldn’t be helped, we couldn’t catch up!” 

“Where did this helicopter come from?!” Ji Feng said angrily, he was about to catch Luo Qiu, but it 

turned out to be such a result, even in the end he was almost strafed to death by the helicopter, it was 

really suffocating to the extreme! 

“I don’t know!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “However, I’ve already contacted the border troops, our aircraft has already taken 

off and our radar has started tracking this aircraft!” 

Ji Feng immediately asked, “Then when will our plane arrive? Are you sure you can catch Luo Qiu?” 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head and said, “The border guard force only has helicopters, the fighter jets 

are still in another place, I’ve already reported it, but the top hasn’t approved it yet!” 

“Then you tell the top that now we want to catch a very important person from the dynasty, this person 

is a Chinese, if this person gets away, then the threat to China is definitely much greater than those 

Kepong people ah Vietcong brats and so on!” Ji Feng said, “Let them send fighter jets over directly to 

shoot that helicopter down, we can do all the arresting!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “But sending out fighter planes, that’s not a small thing ……” 

“Then what’s a big deal! An important person of a dynasty, and a Chinese, and this person is also a top 

expert with internal power, is that a big deal?!” 

Ji Feng directly interrupted Xiang Yongzhan: “What is the usual purpose of raising troops? It’s just to be 

able to use the sword at critical moments. Old Xiang, give me a word whether it’s possible or not, if not, 

I’ll call my little uncle now, I’ll do this myself!” 

Xiang Yongzhan’s face turned red at Ji Feng’s words and he gritted his teeth, “Okay! I’ll do it!” 

Afterwards, Xiang Yongzhan immediately picked up his communication device and contacted the flight 

brigade, he immediately said aloud, “Jinling Military Region, Jiangzhou Military Division, Special 



Operations Brigade, Captain Xiang Yongzhan, I now order you to immediately send out a warplane to 

track down and shoot down a helicopter located along the border between China and Vietnam, my 

number and secret order is… …” 

After giving the order, Xiang Yongzhan said, “My direct call is for a warplane that is on duty, it will take 

about ten minutes to fly here.” 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “Isn’t there anything faster?” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “This is fast enough, or is it because this warplane is on routine duty nearby, those 

planes that are in the hangar or on the ground still need time if they want to take off ……” 

“It’s too late!” 

However, Ji Feng was shaking his head, looking at the helicopter that had already flown only a small 

black dot, couldn’t help but sigh, “Even if we catch up with the helicopter now, I’m afraid Luo Gnarly has 

already run away!” 

 


